It is known that many discrete time recurrent neural networks, such as e.g. neural state space models, multilayer Hop eld networks and locally recurrent globally feedforward neural networks, can be represented as NL q systems. Su cient conditions for global asymptotic stability and input/output stability of NL q systems are available, including three types of criteria: diagonal scaling and criteria depending on diagonal dominance and condition number factors of certain matrices. In this paper, it is discussed how Narendra's dynamic backpropagation procedure, used for identifying recurrent neural network from I/O measurements, can be modi ed with an NL q stability constraint in order to ensure globally asymptotically stable identi ed models. An example illustrates how system identi cation of an internally stable model, corrupted by process noise, may lead to unwanted limit cycle behaviour and how this problem can be avoided by adding the stability constraint.
Introduction
Recently, NL q theory has been introduced as a modelbased neural control framework with global asymptotic stability criteria 20, 24] . It consists of recurrent neural network models and controllers in state space form, for which the closed-loop system can be represented in so-called NL q system form. NL q systems are discrete time nonlinear state space models with q layers of alternating linear and static nonlinear operators that satisfy a sector condition.
It has been shown then how Narendra's dynamic backpropagation, classically used to learn a controller track a set of speci c reference inputs, can be modi ed with NL q stability constraints. Furthermore several types of nonlinear behaviour, including systems with a unique equilibrium, multiple equilibria, (quasi)-periodic behaviour and chaos have been stabilized and controlled using the stability criteria 20] .
In this paper we focuss on nonlinear modelling applications of NL q theory, instead of control applications. Like for tracking problems, where Narendra's dynamic backpropagation 9, 10] has been modi ed with a closed-loop stability constraint 20], we will modify dynamic backpropagation for system identi cation with a stability constraint in order to obtain identi ed recurrent neural networks that are globally asymptotically stable. Also for linear lters (e.g. IIR lters 16, 17] ) this has been an important issue. We will consider the class of discrete time recurrent neural networks, which is representable as NL q systems. Examples are e.g. neural state space models and locally recurrent globally feedforward neural networks, that are models consisting of global and local feedback respectively.
In order to check stability of identi ed models, su cient conditions for global asymptotic stability of NL q s are applied 20] . A rst condition is called diagonal scaling, which is closely related to diagonal scaling criteria in robust control theory 3, 13] . Checking stability can be formulated then as an LMI (Linear Matrix Inequality) problem, which corresponds to solving a convex optimization problem. A second condition is based on diagonal dominance of certain matrices. Certain results of digital lters with over ow characteristic 8] can be considered as a special case for q = 1 (one layer NL q ).
Finally, we demonstrate how global asymptotic stability can be imposed on the identi ed models. This is done by modifying dynamic backpropagation with stability constraints. Besides the diagonal scaling condition, criteria based on condition numbers of certain matrices 20] are proposed for this purpose. In many applications one has indeed the a priori knowledge that the true system is globally asymptotically stable or one is interested in a stable approximator. It is illustrated with an example that process noise can indeed cause identi-ed models that show limit cycle behaviour, instead of global asymptotic stability as for the true system. We show how this problem can be avoided by applying the modi ed dynamic backpropagation algorithm. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present two examples of discrete time recurrent neural networks, that are representable as NL q systems: neural state space models and locally recurrent globally feedforward neural networks. In Section 3 we review the classical dynamic backpropagation paradigm. In Section 4 we discuss su cient conditions for global asymptotic stability of identi ed models. In Section 5 Narendra's dynamic backpropagation is modi ed with NL q stability constraints. In Section 6 an example is given for a system corrupted by process noise.
NL q systems
The following discrete time nonlinear state space model is called an NL q system 20]: Let us illustrate the link between (1) and (2) for the autonomous NL q system (zero external input) 
can be written as 
Neural state space models
Neural state space models ( Fig.1) for nonlinear system identi cation have been introduced in 19] and are of the form: 
By introducing a new state variable k = tanh(V Axk ), this can be written as the NL 1 system:
2.3 Locally recurrent globally feedforward networks 
A (2) ::: C (n?1) 
B (2) . . . :::
::: C 3 Classical dynamic backpropagation Dynamic backpropagation, according to Narendra & Parthasarathy 9, 10], is a well-known method for training recurrent neural networks. In this Section we shortly review this method for models in state space form, because this ts into the framework of NL q representations. Let us consider discrete time recurrent neural networks that can be written in the form:
where (:), (:) are twice continuously di erentiable nonlinear mappings and the weights ; are elements of the parameter vector , to be identi ed from a number of N input/output data Z N = fu k ; y k g k=N k=1 :
A typical choice for l( k ) in this prediction error algorithm is 1 2 T k k with prediction error k = y k ?ŷ k . For gradient based optimization algorithms one computes the gradient
Dynamic backpropagation 9, 10] makes use then of a sensitivity model (16) in order to generate the gradient of the cost function. The sensitivity model is a dynamical system with state vector @x k @ 2 R n , driven by the input vector consisting of @ @ 2 R n , @ @ 2 R l and at the output @ŷ k @ 2 R l , @ŷ k @ 2 R l are generated. The Jacobians @ @x k 2 R n n and @ @x k 2 R l n are evaluated around the nominal trajectory.
Examples and applications of dynamic backpropagation, applied to neural state space models, are discussed in 19, 20, 21] . For aspects of model validation, regularization and pruning of neural network models see e.g. 1, 15, 18]. 4 Checking global asymptotic stability of identi ed models In many applications, recurrent neural networks have been used in order to model systems with a unique or multiple equilibria, (quasi)-periodic behaviour or chaos. On the other hand one is often interested in obtaining models that are globally asymptotically stable, e.g. in case one has this a priori knowledge about the true system or one is interested in such an approximator. In this Section, we present two criteria that are su cient in order to check global asymptotic stability of the identi ed model, represented as NL q system. ; V i 2 R n h i n h i+1 ; n h 1 = n h q+1 = n p :
A su cient condition for global asymptotic stability of (17) 
It is well-known that this corresponds to solving a convex optimization problem 3, 12, 27]. Similar criteria are known in the eld of control theory as 'diagonal scaling ' 3, 7, 13] . However, it is also known that such criteria can be conservative. 
The following Theorem holds then. 
with P tot = blockdiagfP 2 ; P 3 ; :::; P q ; P 1 g, and P i 2 R n h i n h i full rank matrices. The matrices Q i = P T i P i N i are diagonally dominant with Q i > 1 and N i are diagonal matrices with positive diagonal elements.
Proof: See 20] .
2
In order to check stability of an identi ed model, i.e. for a given matrix V tot , one might formulate an optimization problem in P i and N i such that (21) 
The latter follows from a result on stability of digital lters with over ow characteristic by Liu & Michel 8] , which corresponds to the NL 1 system:
A su cient condition for global asymptotic stability is then to nd a matrix Q = P T P with:
Also remark that for a linear system x k+1 = Ax k (25) one obtains the condition kPAP ?1 k 2 < 1;
from the Lyapunov function V (x) = kPxk 2 with P a full rank matrix. The spectral radius of A corresponds to (A) = min P2R n n kPAP ?1 k 2 : (27) 5 Modi ed dynamic backpropagation: imposing stability
In this Section we discuss modi ed dynamic backpropagation algorithms, by adding an NL q stability constraint to the cost function (14) . In this way it will be possible to identify recurrent neural network models that are guaranteed to be globally asymptotically stable. The evaluation of the constraint corresponds then to solving a convex optimization problem. Though LMI conditions have been formulated for the condition of diagonal dominance of Theorem 2, the use of these LMI conditions is rather unpractical for a modi ed dynamic backpropagation algorithm. Therefore we will make use of another Theorem in order to impose stability on the identi ed models. where P tot = blockdiagfP 2 ; P 3 ; :::; P q ; P 1 g and P i 2 R n h i n h i are full rank matrices. The condition numbers (P i ) are by de nition equal to kP i k 2 kP ?1 i k 2 .
In practice, this Theorem is used as:
min Ptot max i f (P i )g such that kP tot V tot P ?1 tot k 2 < 1:
The constraint in (31) imposes local stability at the origin. The basin of attraction of the origin is enlarged by minimizing the condition numbers. Even when condition (30) is not satis ed, the basin of attraction can often be made very large (or probably in nitely large as simulation results suggest). This principle has been demonstrated on stabilizing and controlling systems with one or multiple equilibria, periodic and quasi-periodic behaviour and chaos 20].
Based on (31), dynamic backpropagation is modi ed then as follows:
The latter LMI corresponds to (P i ) < i and Q tot = P T tot P tot , Q i = P T i P i . An alternative formulation to (32) 
6 Example: a system corrupted by process noise
Problem statement
In this example we consider system identi cation of the following neural state space model as true system:
It is corrupted by zero mean white Gaussian process noise ' k . I/O data were generated by with zero initial state. The input u k is zero mean white Gaussian noise with standard deviation 5. The standard deviation of the noise ' k was chosen equal to 0.1. A set of 1000 data points was generated in this way, with the rst 500 data for the training set and the next 500 data for the test set. Some properties of the autonomous system are: (W AB V A ) = 0:98 < 1 and min Dtot kD tot V tot D ?1 tot k 2 = 1:66 > 1, which means that the origin is locally stable, but global asymptotic stability is not proven by the diagonal scaling condition. However, simulation of the autonomous system for several initial conditions suggests that the system is globally asymptotically stable (Fig.4) . Because the state space representation of neural state space representation is only unique up to a similarity transformation and sign reversal of the hidden nodes 20], we are interested in identifying the true system, not in the sense of nding back the original matrices, but in order to obtain the same qualitative behaviour for the autonomous system of the identi ed model as for the true system.
Application of classical versus modi ed dynamic backpropagation
System identi cation by using classical dynamic backpropagation and starting from randomly chosen parameter vectors (deterministic neural neural state space model with the same number of hidden neurons as (35)), yields identi ed models with limit cycle behaviour for the autonomous system (Fig.5) . This e ect is due to the process noise ' k . No problems of this kind were met for the system (35) in the purely deterministic case or in the case of observation noise. In order to impose global asymptotic stability on the identi ed models, modi ed dynamic backpropagation procedure was applied with diagonal scaling (28) and with condition number constraint (34). The autonomous system of (35) can be represented as the NL 1 system (11). Fig.3 shows a comparison between classical and modi ed dynamic backpropagation for the error on the training set and test set, starting from 20 random parameter vectors for the 3 methods. Besides the fact that the identi ed models appear to be globally asymptotically stable for modi ed dynamic backpropagation (Fig.6-7) , the performance on the test data is often better than with respect to classical dynamic backpropagation. One might argue that by taking a Kalman gain into the predictor the limit cycle problem might be avoided as well. However, often the deterministic part is identi ed rst and secondly the Kalman gain, while keeping the other parameters constant. Moreover the stability constraint can also be taken into account for stochastic models.
Software
In the experiments, a quasi-Newton optimization method with BFGS updating of the Hessian 4, 6] was used for classical dynamic backpropagation (function fminu in Matlab 25] ). For modi ed dynamic backpropagation, sequential quadratic programming 4, 6] was used (function constr in Matlab). Numerical calculation of the gradients was done. In the experiments, 70 iteration steps were taken for the optimization (Fig.3) . For the case of diagonal scaling the Matlab function psv was used in order to calculate (28) . Other software for solving LMI problems is e.g. LMI lab 5]. For the case of condition numbers, c = 100 was chosen as upper bound in (34).
Conclusion
In this paper we discussed checking and imposing stability of discrete time recurrent neural network for nonlinear modelling applications. The class of recurrent neural networks that is representable as NL q systems has been considered. Su cient conditions for global asymptotic stability on diagonal scaling and diagonal dominance have been proposed for checking stability. Dynamic backpropagation has been modi ed with NL q stability constraints in order to obtain models that are globally asymptotically stable. Therefore criteria of diagonal scaling and condition number factors have been used. It has been illustrated on an example how a globally asymptotically stable system, corrupted by process noise, may lead to unwanted limit cycle behaviour for the autonomous behaviour of the identi ed model, if one applies classical dynamic backpropagation. The modi ed dynamic backpropagation algorithm overcomes this problem. 
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